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a b s t r a c t 

This paper focuses on vibration mitigation and energy harvesting in a coupled oscillator-pendulum system. Gen- 

erally, the concept of a vibration-based energy harvester is similar to a vibration absorber, it is naturally desired 

to use the same system for simultaneous vibration reduction and energy recovery. However, a problem of whether 

or not vibration mitigation and energy recovery is contradictory has arisen, based mainly on the intuition that 

the former tries to reduce vibration while the latter profits from large vibrations. In the paper, the pendulum 

construction is modified by the use of two independent electromagnetic harvester systems. The first harvester 

is based on oscillation of a levitating magnet in a coil. The second device is a DC electrical motor mounted in 

the pendulum’s pivot. An effort is made to obtain comparison of an energy harvesting/vibration mitigation effec- 

tiveness of both harvesters. We propose new indicators to find a consistency between vibration suppression and 

energy recovery, and compliance regions were detected. Finally, we confirm some results by the means of a com- 

parison with an experiment. The study gives an answer about effectiveness of the both harvesters and suggests 

that the proposed concept can be useful in practice. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Overview of vibration mitigation 

In the last few decades there has been an intense study focused on the

onception able to mitigate the unwanted vibrations in different types

f engineering structures: high buildings, towers, bridges, cables, ro-

ating turbines, helicopter blades and robot arms [1] . Large vibrations

aused by earthquakes, strong winds, high speeds may be dangerous if

hey compromise the structure’s stability and safety. Generally, vibra-

ion mitigation may be classified in four categories: passive, semi-active,

ctive and hybrid. The passive vibration mitigation based on structural

odification by adding a dissipative material (designed to modify the

tiffness or/and damping) or dynamical vibration absorber (DVA) [2] .

he DVA relies on energy transfer from the main system to the ”absorb-

ng part ”. The passive systems was one of the first solutions proposed

or vibration reduction in civil structures. It was called tuned vibration

bsorber (TVA) was presented in a US patent by Frahm in 1911 [3] and

ext studied by Den Hartog [4,5] . These authors have studied the mass

atio between the vibration absorber and the base structure, and the ef-

ect of adding damping (tuned mass damper TMD). The main advantage

f passive damping is not requiring external powers. However, they can

e highly nonlinear devices and the vibration reduction is not optimal

or a wide range of frequency [6,7] . Over the years, many TVA and
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MD design configurations have been developed [8,9] . One of more in-

eresting solutions are TVA with the inerter [10] or the autoparametric

ibration absorber (AVA) [11–13] . The AVA idea lies in attaching the

bsorbing part to the main system in such a manner that it experiences

 parametric base excitation, and therefore, the absorber frequency is

uned around one - half of the troublesome frequency value. 

The semi-active method uses the smart materials like the magne-

orheological and electrorheological fluids or can also utilize standard

uids with controllable valves. The behaviour of these fluids lies in their

arying apparent viscosity with respect to the electric (or magnetic)

eld. The crucial feature of semi-active systems is the lack of neces-

ity of supplementing additional energy to the system and less probable

ossibility of system destabilization. These methods give similar vibra-

ion reduction level to the active technique. However, a proper relation

etween the shear stress and shear rate of the MR fluid is usually com-

licated to model [14] . 

An active method requires power sources to control actuators that

pply forces, which can be used to both add and dissipate energy. Gen-

rally, the energy requirement is large, and their operation generally

epends on an external power supply. Schematically, the goal lies in re-

ucing an undesirable perturbation by generating an out-of-phase mo-

ion so that destructive interferences are generated [15] . Usually, active

ontrol gives the best vibration suppression effect, but it is not widely

sed due to its high related cost. 
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A hybrid control method is a combination of the active, passive and

emi-active devices. They can be arranged in series or parallel com-

inations in order to obtain the advantages of each while minimizing

he impact of their individual drawbacks. Examples of hybrid control

evices are: the hybrid mass damper, hybrid base-isolation system, hy-

rid damper-actuator control [16] . For example the hybrid mass damper

omprised of a TMD and an active actuator. The reduction of structural

esponse relies on the TMD motion, but actuator improves the perfor-

ance during different dynamics [17] . 

.2. Overview of energy harvesting 

In recent decades, there has been a significant development of a dif-

erent renewable energy [18] . Harvesting energy is one of the most

romising techniques in response to the global energy problem with-

ut depleting natural resources. Research trends have caused that un-

anted vibration can be used positively. Energy harvesting sources are

hose available in the surrounding environment, which can be used for

 long time. Therefore, energy harvesting is one of most popular source

f renewable energy [19] . 

The basic vibration-based energy harvester consists of a mechani-

al system and a transduction (conversion) mechanism. The mechani-

al system couples ambient (environmental) vibration to the transducer

hat converts mechanical energy into electric one. Energy harvesting

EH) typically refers to micro- to mili-watts small power generation sys-

ems that is developed as a method for replacing or augmenting batter-

es [20] . Moreover, the vibration EH can be used to power small elec-

ronic devices (health-monitoring sensors, wireless sensors and micro-

lectromechanical systems [21,22] ) as well as for the control of un-

anted vibrations [23] . 

Energy recovery depends on the conversion mechanism which is

haracterized by the coupling coefficient. Energy from vibration uses the

ollowing transduction mechanism: Electromagnetic, electrostatic, mag-

etostrictive and piezoelectric. The electromagnetic energy harvesters

re based on Faraday’s law of induction and change in the magnetic flux

f a circuit, which causes the induction of electromotive force (EMF).

sually, this is achieved by relative motion between the magnet and a

oil [24] . Electrostatic conversion uses capacitors to transfer mechanical

nergy into the electrical domain. This variable capacitor acts like a cur-

ent source that can power an electrical circuit [25] . The piezoelectric

onversion uses a piezoelectric material which will produce an electric

eld and consequently a voltage when deformed under an applied stress

26] . The magnetostrictive transduction mechanism works similarly to

iezoelectric, but will produce a magnetic field when deformed [27] . 

The electromagnetic energy harvesters have different method of

chieving relative velocity between the coil and magnet. The first are

ranslation harvesters that feature the magnet moving along to the coil

28] . The second type are rotational harvesters which use magnets

ounted on a spinning rotor with the coil mounted around the rotor

29,30] . The third are pendulum harvesters using the magnet on a pen-

ulum moving relatively to a fixed coil [31] . The last group is the beam

arvesters, which use the magnet or a coil mounted to the elastic de-

ormable beam [32,33] . Generally, the harvesters are designed as linear

r nonlinear systems. For linear harvester, the maximum power will be

enerated if the device is excited at resonance, but works well in a nar-

ow bandwidth close to their natural frequency. Zuo et al. [34] proposed

 prototype linear energy harvester and showed an average of 16W

ower which can be achieved by one harvester at velocity of 0.25m/s,

sing axial magnets and spacers. Extending of the operating bandwidth

an be implemented by introducing nonlinearity [35–37] . However,

onlinearity can produce interesting phenomena including regions of

ultiple solutions and chaotic behavior [38,39] . 
.3. Simultaneous vibration suppression and energy harvesting 

The above mentioned papers investigated the vibration mitigation

r the energy harvesting separately. In the new type of vibration ab-

orbers the design objectives are not only to attenuate the vibration in

he primary system, but also to maximize the relative vibration for en-

rgy harvesting. This possesses important potential applications. 

In 2010 Chiba [40] proposed design for supplementing flexible struc-

ures with a set of absorbers and piezoelectric devices for vibration con-

nement and energy harvesting. The obtained results show that its en-

rgy is confined and harvested simultaneously. In the paper [41] the

eriodic vibration absorber/harvester that consists of dual cantilever

eams covered with PZT layers and interconnected by a discrete spring

s numerically and experimentally studied. The obtained results show

hat periodic vibration absorber/harvester outperforms a tonal dynamic

ibration absorber when the excitation is periodic. Next paper of Huang

42] presents the PZT beam absorber-harvester system that is simultane-

usly used as a vibration absorber and a power harvester. The beam was

ttached to a 1DOF vibratory main system. In order to find the quantify

H and vibration mitigation level two indicators based on main mass vi-

ration amplitude with/without DVA were defined. Kammer and Olgac

43] propose a concept to enhance the energy harvesting potential from

echanical vibrations using a delayed feedback tuning mechanism (De-

ayed Resonator). It has been shown that the proposed strategy offers a

ubstantial increase in energy harvesting capacity compared to passive

arvesters. They found out that there is compromise between the design

f vibration absorber and energy harvester. 

.4. Motivation 

The DVA and VEH methodology is similar, therefore more and more

esearch use the same concept for vibration suppression and energy har-

esting. The previous authors’ research [44,45] presents the system for

imultaneous energy harvesting and vibration mitigation. It consists of

he pendulum vibration absorber and a single magnetic levitation (ma-

lev) harvester. The recovered energy was relative low due to the low

ibration velocity. Therefore, in this paper the pendulum vibration ab-

orber with the magnetic levitation harvester system is improved by the

ddition of a second rotatory harvester. 

. Design and modelling 

.1. System design and analytical model 

In this section we present the pendulum tuned mass damper model

ith two independent harvesting sources, and formulate the equations

f motion. The mathematical model is developed for an already existing

onstruction presented in the next section. The analyzed system con-

ained of a vertically forced oscillator m 1 with a suspended special de-

igned pendulum m 2 (absorber) which may achieve a full rotation is

hown in Fig. 1 (a). 

The viscous damping of the pendulum and the oscillator is realized

y the linear dashpots, and is expressed by the c 2 and c 1 coefficients,

espectively. The harvester devices are integrated with the pendulum.

he first harvester (no. 1) is the maglev-coil system. It consists of a cylin-

rical tube with two permanent magnets mounted inside the tube on its

nds, and the third moving magnet. The maglev harvester can be mod-

lled as a single moving mass m 3 suspended on the mechanical suspen-

ion represented by the nonlinear spring with linear k 3 and nonlinear

 4 stiffness components, and the viscous linear dashpot with the coeffi-

ient c 3 ( Fig. 1 (b)). The displacement of the mass m 3 is measured from

ts static equilibrium position, and is represented by coordinate r . The

lectrical circuit of the harvester no. 1 is shown in Fig. 1 (b). It consists

f a coil with the inductance L 1 and the resistance R C 1 and resistor with

he load resistance R . The oscillation of the magnet causes electro-
l 1 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the pendulum vi- 

bration absorber with two energy harvesters (a), the 

maglev harvester model with an electrical circuit (b), 

and the rotatory harvester with electrical circuit (c). 
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agnetic induction, and current i 1 flows. A detailed description of the

aglev harvester is presented in [37] . 

In the pendulum’s pivot the second rotatory harvester (no. 2) is

ounted ( Fig. 1 (c)). It consists of a cylindrical permanent magnet

ounted on a rotor and of two identical and orthogonally positioned

indings fixed to the housing (stator). The device is connected directly

o the electric load ( R l 2 ). When the pendulum is rotating or swinging,

he converter is generating current i 2 due to electromagnetic induction

nd current flows in the electrical circuit. The parameters R C 2 and L 2 
re resistance and inductance of the second coil. 

The kinetic, potential and Rayleigh’s dissipation function have been

resented in [46] . The equations of motion can be derived using La-

range’s equation of the second type, and can be represented mathe-

atically by the following set of equations: 

( 𝑚 1 + 𝑚 2 + 𝑚 3 ) ̈𝑥 + ( 𝑚 2 𝑠 + 𝑚 3 ( 𝑧 + 𝑟 ))[ ̈𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 + �̇� 

2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 ] + 

+ 𝑚 3 (2 ̇𝑟 ̇𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 − ̈𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 ) + 𝑐 1 ̇𝑥 + 𝑘 1 𝑥 + 𝑘 2 𝑥 = 𝑘 2 𝑥 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝜔𝑡 ) , (1) 

( 𝐼 0 + 𝑚 3 ( 𝑧 + 𝑟 ) 2 ) ̈𝜑 + ( ̈𝑥 + 𝑔)[ 𝑚 2 𝑠 + 𝑚 3 ( 𝑧 + 𝑟 )] 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑 + 2 𝑚 3 ̇𝜑 ̇𝑟 ( 𝑧 + 𝑟 ) + 

+ 𝑐 2 ̇𝜑 + 𝛼2 𝑖 2 = 0 , (2) 

 3 ̈𝑟 − 𝑚 3 [ ̈𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 + �̇� 

2 ( 𝑧 + 𝑟 )] + 𝑐 3 ̇𝑟 − 𝑚 3 𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 + 𝑘 3 𝑟 + 𝑘 4 𝑟 
3 + 𝛼1 𝑖 1 = 0 , (3)

 1 ̇𝑖 1 + ( 𝑅 𝑙1 + 𝑅 𝐶1 ) 𝑖 1 − 𝛼1 ̇𝑟 = 0 , (4)

 2 ̇𝑖 2 + ( 𝑅 𝑙2 + 𝑅 𝐶2 ) 𝑖 2 − 𝛼2 ̇𝜑 = 0 , (5)

here: I 0 is the inertia moment of the pendulum, l and s are the length

nd gravity centre of the pendulum, z is the magnet position vs. the

endulum’s pivot. The amplitude (kinematic) and frequency of excita-

ion denote x 0 and 𝜔 , respectively. Parameters 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 mean the cou-

ling coefficients which describe electromechanical coupling between

he mechanical and electrical systems, and depend on the harvester con-

tructions (size, number of turns, etc). 

Eqs. 1 –3 describe the oscillator, pendulum and magnet dynamics,

espectively. Eqs. 4 and 5 describe the electromagnetic induction of the

aglev and rotatory harvesters. The dot denotes a derivative with re-

pect to time t . The equations of motion are strongly nonlinear, including

nertial and square velocity terms. 
Note that the rotatory harvester works if the pendulum oscillates

non-trivial solution), while the maglev harvester operates for an oscilla-

ion and rest of the pendulum (semi-trivial solution). The instantaneous

owers P 1 and P 2 are generated on resistors R l 1 and R l 2 are then equal

o 

 1 = 𝑖 2 1 𝑅 𝑙1 , 𝑃 2 = 𝑖 2 2 𝑅 𝑙2 . (6)

.2. Laboratory rig 

The laboratory set - up consists of the host structure (oscillator) and

he special designed pendulum which plays role of a tuned mass damper

 Fig. 2 ). The harvester no. 1 is a cylindrical non - magnetic tube with

wo cylindrical ring permanent magnets mounted at the top and bot-

om ends of the tube. The third moving magnet oscillates in the tube

etween the fixed magnets and experiences a levitation effect coming

rom each pair of magnets having magnetic poles oriented to repel. The

istance between the bottom and top fixed magnets can be used to mod-

fy the magnetic suspension characteristics. The coil is wrapped around

he outside of the tube. Teflon was applied around the moving mag-

et to reduce the friction between the moving magnet and inner tub’s

urface. The detailed description of the laboratory set - up is shown in

aper [45] . The harvester no. 2 is the DC 12V Johnson micromotor no.

8660 mounted on one axis with the pendulum and the encoder MHK40

 Fig. 3 ). 

The electromotive force generated by the DC generator is propor-

ional to the input speed on the generator shaft. The data acquisition

nd control of the system is realized by platform DSP module. The mo-

ion of the system is realized by the mechanism: a motor 1.5 kW, an

nverter and a special system which changes the rotation of the DC into

ranslational motion of the slider. The slider is connected to the host

ystem by the linear spring k 2 (see Fig. 1 ). 

.3. Indicators of vibration absorption and energy harvesting 

The compliance region for energy harvesting and vibration mitiga-

ion is difficult to find. Therefore, four indicators are defined to quantify

he vibration absorption and power harvesting capability. The first is the

ibration mitigation indicator W 1 

 1 = 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑥 ) 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑥 ′) 

, (7)

hich is defined as the maximal displacements of the main system when

he pendulum can oscillate (initial activation 𝜑 (0) ≠ 0 rad) to the case
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Fig. 2. Pendulum vibration absorber with two harvester de- 

vices: the maglev harvester (no. 1) and rotatory harvester 

(no. 2). 

Fig. 3. General view of the total experimental set-up with the 

harvester module and zoom in on the pendulum’s pivot. 
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hen the pendulum is in a rest (i.e. inactive 𝜑 (0) = 0 rad). The value of

 1 < 1 indicates vibration suppression by the pendulum. 

The second indicator W 2 , called the current gain indicator defines

evel of the maximal recovered energy from the maglev harvester 

 2 = 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑖 ′1 ) 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑖 1 ) 

, (8)

here i 1 and 𝑖 ′1 represent the maximum recovered current from the sys-

em with active and inactive pendulum respectively. The W 2 < 1 de-

otes that the recovered current is higher if the pendulum operates.

ote, that the energy recovery from maglev harvester occurs then the

endulum is swinging ( i 1 ) or is at rest ( 𝑖 ′1 ). While, the rotary harvester

orks only if the pendulum executes motion. Therefore, for the rotatory

arvester similar indicator does not make sense. 

The third and fourth indicators compare the maglev and rotatory

arvesters 

 3 = 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑖 2 ) 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑖 ′1 ) 

, (9)

 4 = 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑖 2 ) 
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑖 1 ) 

, (10)

here i 2 is the recovered current from the rotatory harvester. The indi-

ator W 3 represents recovered current ratio between the current from

he rotatory harvester and current from the maglev harvester (if the

endulum is at rest 𝜑 (0) = 0 rad). Indicator W 4 compare the recovered

urrent from the rotatory and maglev harvesters during motion of the

endulum ( 𝜑 (0) ≠ 0 rad). Of course, if the pendulum is in a rest, then i 2 
qual zero leads to W 3 = 0 and W 4 = 0. Analyzing of W 1 - W 4 indicators,
e can find the compliance region in which simultaneous vibration miti-

ation and energy recovery effects occur, and moreover we can compare

ffectiveness of both harvesters. 

. Results and discussion 

All resonance curves have been performed using software for

umerical continuation Auto07p [47] . Numerical continuation is a

ethod used to investigate the response and detecting of bifurca-

ion points. The contour plots are determined by the brute force

ethod (direct numerical integrations) in Matlab 2018b. In this ap-

roach, one chooses an initial condition, integrates the system for

 long time, and ultimately the system converges to an attractor.

n order to validate the model, the physical parameters of the set-

p need to be quantified. Some of these are readily measurable,

thers had to be identified: m 1 = 0.45 kg, m 2 = 0.3 kg, m 3 = 0.098 kg,

 = 0.17 m, k 1 = 200 N/m, k 2 = 1 kN/m, k 3 = 200 N/m, k 4 = 180 kN/ m 

3 ,

 0 = 0.0068 kg m 

2 , c 1 = 10 Ns/m, c 2 = 0.012 Nms/rad, 𝑐 3 = 0 Ns/m . In or-

er to compare both harvesters, the same harvester parameters were

ssumed: 𝐿 1 = 𝐿 2 = 0.013 H, 𝑅 𝐶1 = 𝑅 𝐶2 = 10 Ω, 𝑅 𝑙1 = 𝑅 𝑙2 = 1 k Ω. 

.1. Influence of excitation on system dynamics 

The analysis is based on the mathematical model derived in the pre-

ious section Eqs. 1 –(5) . Considering that the pendulum system with

he harvesters can be designed as a dynamical vibration absorber, it is

ecessary to understand the influence of system parameters on this phe-

omenon. 
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Fig. 4. Resonance curves of the main system (a), pendulum (b), recovered current i 1 (c) and i 2 (d) versus excitation amplitude x 0 , for system with two harvester 

devices 𝛼1 = 5.4 Vs/m, 𝛼2 = 5.4 Vs/rad. The black line correspond to the stable solution, while the red dashed line means unstable solution. 
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Fig. 4 shows the resonance curves for the host structure, the pen-

ulum and the recovered current for system with both harvester de-

ices active. The kinematic amplitudes of excitation were: x 0 = 0.02 m,

 0 = 0.026 m, x 0 = 0.03 m and x 0 = 0.04 m. 

The case of response for the stable solution is marked by the solid

lack line, while the unstable solution corresponds to the dotted red

ine. The detected bifurcations are: period doubling (PD), saddle node

SN) and Neimark–Sacker (NS). All bifurcations cause destabilization

f pendulum’s steady state. The PD bifurcation appears when pendu-

um destabilizes and starts oscillating with doubled period. A change

f stability occurs through either a saddle node or a Neimark–Sacker

ifurcations. 

It can be seen that for small value of x 0 the frequency range where

he pendulum operates is narrow and the dynamic response is stable. As

xpected, increase of x 0 causes this region to be wider, but the unsta-

le region caused by the NS bifurcation appears in the main parametric

esonance. This phenomenon is well known in literature especially for

utoparametric systems [48,49] . It can be very dangerous for the mit-

gation effect (chaotic or rotational motion in this region is possible).

lose to the main resonance area, the additional peak which comes from

he magnet resonance occurs ( 𝜔 ≈ 40 rad/s). In this place, the pendu-

um is in a rest, but the magnet oscillates with higher amplitudes. The

aximal recovered current from the harvester no. 1 is about i 1 = 0.02 A

 P = 0.4 W), while from the harvester no. 2 is i = 0.08 A ( P = 6.4 W). 
1 2 2 o  
Fig. 5 (a)–(c) show the contour map of the four indicators as func-

ions of 𝜔 . It can be seen that the indicator W 1 is smaller than the one

hat occurs at the beginning of the main resonance area (blue and green

olors in Fig. 5 (a)). This plot also indicates that the higher frequencies

f vibration are more difficult to reduce. 

The indicator W 2 clearly shows that activation of the pendulum

auses higher recovered current from the harvester no. 1 ( Fig. 5 (b), dark

lue area, W 2 < 1). This means, that recovered power during swinging

f the pendulum is more effective. Analysis of Fig. 5 (a) and (b) indicates

 trade-off between vibration suppression and energy harvesting. Upon

omparing both harvesters, we can conclude that from the rotatory har-

ester we received ten ( Fig. 5 (d)) or fourteen times ( Fig. 5 (c)) more

lectric energy. This indicates that the rotatory harvester (assuming the

ame configuration) is better for EH. 

.2. Influence of both harvesters on systems dynamics 

As shown in previous paragraph, the recovered energy from the rota-

ory harvester is much higher. However, the influence of each harvester

n the mitigation vibration is not obvious. Therefore, in this section we

ade the evaluating of the performance effectiveness of both harvesters.

Fig. 6 (a)–(d) show the frequency response curves for the system

ithout both harvesters (black line, 𝛼1 = 0 Vs/m, 𝛼2 = 0 Vs/rad) and

nly with the maglev harvester (red line, 𝛼 = 5.4 Vs/m). Analysis of
1 
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Fig. 5. Contour plots of the indicators W 1 (a), W 2 (b) W 3 (c), and W 4 (d) versus excitation amplitude x 0 , for system with two harvesters: 𝛼1 = 5.4 Vs/m, 𝛼2 = 5.4 Vs/rad. 

The indicator W 1 characterizes mitigation vibration effect, W 2 describes effectiveness of the maglev harvester, W 3 and W 4 compare energy harvesting of both devices. 
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e  
he obtained responses leads to conclusions that the maglev harvester

ractically does not influence the oscillator ( Fig. 6 (a)) and the pendu-

um ( Fig. 6 (b)) vibration amplitude. Furthermore, the maglev harvester

oes not affect on the magnet’s dynamics ( Fig. 6 (c)). In both cases, the

esonance curves are overlapped. The pendulum oscillates in the fre-

uency range of 𝜔 ≈ 31–39 rad/s. The induced current i 1 is about 0.02 A

 Fig. 6 (d)) which correspond to the energy P 1 = 0.4 W. Note that the size

f the unstable region is unchanged. These results are promising from

ibration suppression point of view, because these classes of systems are

ery sensitive to changes in parameters. 

The next graph 7 (a)–(d) presents response of the pendulum vibration

bsorber without (black line, 𝛼1 = 0 Vs/m, 𝛼2 = 0 Vs/rad) and only with

he rotatory harvester (blue line, 𝛼2 = 5.4 Vs/rad). In this case the rota-

ory harvester reduces the vibration mitigation phenomenon ( Fig. 7 (a)).

he frequency range of the pendulum oscillation is narrowed ( Fig. 7 (b))

nd the amplitude vibration is smaller. However, the unstable region has

een reduced to 𝜔 ≈ 35–38 rad/s. This suggest that the unstable solu-

ion can be controlled by the rotatory device. This result is important in
F  
ractice. The magnet oscillations are similar, the difference for the pen-

ulum operation is visible ( Fig. 7 (c)). The maximal recovered current i 2 
s 0.045 A ( Fig. 7 (d)), what corresponds to power of P 2 = 2 W. This means

hat the rotatory harvester is much more effective (five times). The ob-

ained results show that the rotatory harvester influences the pendulum

ynamics as well as vibration mitigation. 

The frequency response curves for the system with both harvesters

red line, 𝛼1 = 5.4 Vs/m, 𝛼2 = 5.4 Vs/rad) are shown in Figs. 8 (a)–(d). The

esults are practically identical as shown in Fig. 7 . These results again

onfirm that the maglev harvester does not influence the vibration of

he pendulum - oscillator system. Fig. 8 (d) shows comparison of induced

urrent i 1 and i 2 from both harvester. The graph clearly shows that the

otatory harvester is better for EH. 

.3. Vibration mitigation &energy harvesting effectiveness 

To investigate the effectiveness of the vibration mitigation and en-

rgy recovery we plot the contour maps of all proposed indicators.

irstly, we show contour plots W and W versus the frequency 𝜔 and
1 2 
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Fig. 6. Resonance curves of the main system (a), pendulum (b) magnet (c) and recovered current (d) at excitation amplitude x 0 = 0.03m. The black color corresponds 

to the system’s response without harvesters while red color means response with the maglev harvester. 
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d  
he coupling coefficient 𝛼1 for the system with only the maglev harvester

 Figs. 9 (a) and (b)). The maps have been done by classical numerical

imulation in Matlab (ode45 solver). At each step of the analysis, two nu-

erical simulations were performed for these same parameters but for

ifferent initial conditions. The initial conditions were: �̇� (0) = 0 rad/s,

 (0) = pi /2 rad (active pendulum) or 𝜑 (0) = 0 rad (inactive pendulum),

̇  (0) = 0 m/s, x (0) = 0 m, �̇� (0) = 0 m/s, r (0) = 0 m and i 1 (0) = i 2 (0) = 0 A. Note

hat we observe only one solution which can be regular or irregular,

epending on the initial conditions. 

Indicators values were determined on the basis of the data from the

ast hundred registered excitation periods. We see that the vibration

itigation is located in two regions: 𝜔 ≈ 25–27 rad/s and 𝜔 ≈ 31–

6 rad/s (blue and green colors, W 1 < 1). In these areas the pendulum

scillation reduces the main system vibration up to 25%. The coupling

oefficient 𝛼1 is rather insensitive to mitigation region (only a little ef-

ect is observed). Note that value of W 1 in 𝜔 range of 36.5–40 rad/s is

rater (yellow color) then one. This means that the main system vibra-

ion increase is after the activation of the pendulum. The energy recov-

ry map ( Fig. 9 (b)) shows that the best region for energy harvesting is

lose to 𝜔 ≈ 25–27 rad/s and 𝜔 ≈ 32–39 rad/s. First region is the same

s mitigation vibration area, whereas the second area is much larger.

n increase of 𝛼1 causes a little drop of induced current. Generally,

ig. 9 shows that both indicators can be opposite ( W 1 > 1 and W 2 < 1

c  
r W 1 < 1 and W 2 > 1) and they can be compatible ( W 1 < 1 and W 2 < 1).

y overlapping the both maps, we can find the common ares for simul-

aneous mitigation of vibration and energy recovery. 

The next maps show the indicator W 1 ( Fig. 10 (a)) and recovered

urrent i 2 Fig. 10 (b) from the rotatory harvester. We assumed that the

aglev harvester is neglected ( 𝛼1 = 0 Vs/m). The map offers a detailed

nalysis which enables us to see that W 1 and recovered energy strongly

epend on 𝛼2 . Its value above 10 Vs/rad causes the pendulum not to

perate. The maximal recovered current equals i 2 = 0.07 A ( P 2 = 4.9 W). 

For small value of 𝛼2 < 2 Vs/rad, the two small regions (close to

 ≈ 26 rad/s and 𝜔 ≈ 34 rad/s) with effective vibration suppression are

bserved ( Fig. 10 (a), W 1 < 1). In these regions the vibration reduction

evel equals about 25%. The results are in compilance with the reso-

ance responses obtained by the continuation method ( Fig. 7 ). 

The obtained results confirm that the rotatory harvester is more ef-

ective for EH and strongly influences the vibration mitigation. There-

ore, it should be very precisely designed. 

.4. Influence of resistance on dynamic response of the system 

The level of EH depends mainly on the electrical parameters. The in-

uctance and internal resistance arise from the design of the harvester’s

oil. However, the external load resistance can be easily modified by the
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Fig. 7. Resonance response curves of the main system (a), pendulum (b) magnet (c) and recovered current (d) at excitation amplitude x 0 = 0.03 m. The black color 

corresponds to the system’s response without harvesters while blue color means response with the rotatory harvester. The dashed line shows unstable solution. The 

differences between the system responses are clearly visible. 
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esistor. Fig. 11 presents the numerical results of max( x ) ( Fig. 11 (a)),

ax( 𝜑 ) ( Fig. 11 (b)), max( r ) ( Fig. 11 (c)) and max( i ) versus 𝜔 . 

Firstly, the analysis was performed for three different maglev load

esistances R l 1 . The black line shows the response for R l 1 = 0.5 k Ω, blue

ine for R l 1 = 1.5 k Ω and red line for R l 1 = 5 k Ω. The obtained results lead

o conclusion, that increasing of R l 1 causes significant reduction in the

 1 current. For higher value of R l 1 , the i 1 is similar for a case of active or

nactive pendulum. The amplitude vibrations of the mechanical systems

oscillator, pendulum and magnet) are unchanged. This again confirms

hat the maglev harvester practically does not influence the vibration

uppression effect, but only on energy recovery level. 

Fig. 12 shows the system responses for three different load resis-

ances ( R l 2 ) of the rotatory harvester. The resistance settings were

 l 2 = 0.5 k Ω (black line), R l 2 = 1.5 k Ω (blue line) and R l 1 = 5 k Ω (red line).

For each resistance configuration, the frequency response curves are

hanged. The increase of R l 2 causes reduction in the main system vibra-

ion ( Fig. 12 (a)) and increase of the pendulum ( Fig. 12 (b)) and magnet

 Fig. 12 (c)) vibrations. Additionally, the resonance frequency range in

hich the pendulum oscillates is expanded. Unfortunately, the unstable

egion appears and it expanded for the higher resistances. This means

hat R l 2 can be used to the control of the unstable solutions. Of course,

he recovered current i 2 is lower for the higher R l 2 ( Fig. 12 (d)). 
The influence of R l 1 and R l 2 on the main resonance and the paramet-

ic instability (unstable solution) is presented in Fig. 13 (a) and (b). These

lots clearly show that R l 1 does not influence the semi-trivial (ST) and

on-trivial stable (NTS) solution. Only for very low value of R l 1 small

ffect on the non-trivial unstable solution (NTU) is observed. The sit-

ation is changed for the resistance R l 2 ( Fig. 13 (b)). Its growth causes

he main parametric region and the instability regions to expand. These

esults show that the lower value of R l 2 is better because the instability

egion can be fully reduced. 

Next, we study the influence of external resistances R l 1 and R l 2 on the

alue of four indicators: W 1 , W 2 , W 3 and W 4 . All results were obtained

or the resistance range of 0–2 k Ω and the amplitude 0.03m. 

Fig. 14 (a) and (b) show the vibration mitigation indicators W 1 vs. R l 1 

nd W 1 vs. R l 2 , respectively. The blue and green color ( W 1 < 1) denotes

hat the vibration reduction of the main system by the pendulum motion

ccurs. This is particularly noticeable that the parameter R l 1 practically

oes not influence W 1 , for resistance higher than 0.5 k Ω. In low values of

 l 1 the vibration mitigation effect is better. This suggest that R l 1 should

e set to lower the values close to the coil resistance R C 1 . 

The impact analysis of R l 2 gives some interesting results. The low

alues of R l 2 improve the vibration reduction. The best region of W 1 

s located for R l 2 range of 0.4–1.0 k Ω. In this area, the indicator W 1 is
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Fig. 8. Resonance response curves of the main system (a), pendulum (b) magnet (c) and recovered current (d) at excitation amplitude x 0 = 0.03 m. The black color 

corresponds to the system’s response without harvesters while red color means response with the rotatory and maglev harvesters. The dashed line shows unstable 

solution. The rotary device shows a better level of energy recovery. 
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ower. Further increase in the resistance R l 2 causes the vibration miti-

ation to worsen. Fig. 14 (c) shows the influence of R l 1 on the energy

ecovery level from the maglev harvester. It can be seen, that maglev

esistance does not influence the indicator W 2 . However, increase in the

 l 2 resistance improves W 2 ( Fig. 14 (d)). This result compliant with the

requency curves response from Fig. 12 (a). Based on an analysis of the

ndicators W 1 and W 2 , we can find the common region in which we

bserve simultaneous vibration mitigation and effective energy recov-

ry from maglev harvester. The best region for simultaneous EH and

ibration mitigation from the rotatory harvester is close to R l 2 = 0.5–

.0 k Ω and frequency 𝜔 = 32–37 rad/s, while from the maglev harvester

s R l 1 = 0.1–0.6 k Ω and frequency 𝜔 = 32–36 rad/s 

Comparison of the maglev and the rotatory harvesters is presented in

igs. 14 (e)–(h). Increasing of R l 1 results in a change in W 3 and W 4 . For

xample, for R l 1 = 5 k Ω the recovered current from the rotatory harvester

s 30 times higher than from the maglev harvester (pendulum in rest,

ig. 14 (e)), or 20 times higher if the pendulum swinging ( Fig. 14 (g)).

he indicators W 3 and W 4 under R l 2 resistances are very similar. In-

reasing of R l 2 influence on W 3 and W 4 values and the effectiveness of

oth harvesters are comparable. 

t  

(  

c  
.5. Experiment verification 

Experimental verification of the theoretical modeling is pro-

ided in this section. Because, the both experimental devices

ave different parameters the validation have been performed

or the slightly modified parameters: L 1 = 1.46 H, L 2 = 13 mH,

 C 1 = 1.15 k Ω, R C 2 = 10.82 Ω, m 1 = 0.45 kg, m 2 = 0.3 kg, m 3 = 0.098 kg,

 = 0.17 m, k 1 = 200 N/m, k 2 = 1 kN/m, k 3 = 200 N/m, k 4 = 180 kN/ m 

3 ,

 0 = 0.0068 kg m 

2 , c 1 = 10.0 Ns/m, c 2 = 0.05 Nms/rad, c 3 = 0.01 Ns/m. The

xperimental and numerical resonance curves are shown in Fig. 15 . The

lack (stable) and red (unstable) lines demonstrate the numerical solu-

ions, while the circle points are experimental results. The experiment

as been done in two variants of the pendulum initial conditions: 

• for the fixed pendulum (inactive): �̇� (0) = 0 rad/s and 𝜑 (0) = 0 rad

(gray points), 
• for the active pendulum: �̇� (0) = 0 rad/s and 𝜑 (0) = 𝜋/2 rad (black

points). 

Generally, the simulation results are in a good agreement with

he experimental measurement, especially for the pendulum amplitude

 Fig. 15 (b)). The peak output of the system from simulation (36 rad/s) is

lose to the experimental result (35.5 rad/s). The maximal experimental
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Fig. 9. Indicators W 1 (a) and W 2 (b) describing effectiveness of vibration mitigation and energy harvesting from the maglev harvester at excitation amplitude 

x 0 = 0.03 m. The rotatory harvester is neglected ( 𝛼2 = 0 Vs/rad). Analysis of both diagrams allows to find compliance region between EH and vibration mitigation. 

Fig. 10. The vibration mitigation indicator W 1 (a) and recovered current from the rotatory harvester i 2 (b) vs. frequency 𝜔 at excitation amplitude x 0 = 0.03 m. These 

result show that the rotatory harvester significantly influences on the vibration suppression and energy harvesting. 
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ecovered current from the maglev harvester is about 6 mA (36 mW),

hile from the rotatory harvester it is 8 mA (64 mW). However, the

xperimental frequency bandwidth of the resonance is slightly less then

umerical ( Fig. 15 (b)). All the obtained results indicate that the per-

ormance of proposed energy harvester with two independent energy

ources exceeds the power response of the single harvesting mechanism.

he experimental validation that system with two harvester showed

ower of 100 mW, while from only the single maglev harvester was

6 mW. 

The exemplary experimental time series of the recovered current are

hown in Fig. 16 . The blue line shows the recovered current from the

aglev harvester if the pendulum is in a rest. The black line demon-

trate recovered current of i 1 ( Fig. 16 (a)) and i 2 ((b)) from oscillation

f the pendulum. The time history i 2 is typical periodic signal, while

 

d  
he recovered current signals i 1 include more components and have half

eriod of i 2 . 

Fig. 17 (a) and (b) presents numerical time histories for correspond-

ng to the experimental results in Fig. 16 . Upon comparing both re-

ponses, we can conclude that the numerical predictions are in agree-

ent with the experimental data. Slight discrepancies between numer-

cal estimations of the maximum current peaks and the experimental

ata are due to complexity of the model and the identified parameters.

herefore, slight discrepancies between the numerical values and exper-

mental data are to be expected. 

. Conclusions 

In the presented paper, the new concept of pendulum dynamical

amper for both energy harvesting and vibration suppression is intro-
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Fig. 11. Resonance response curves of the main system (a), pendulum (b) magnet (c) and recovered current (d) for system with two harvesters ( 𝛼1 = 5.4 Vs/m, 

𝛼2 = 5.4 Vs/rad) and R l 2 = 1.0 k Ω at excitation amplitude x 0 = 0.03 m. These diagrams show that the maglev harvester resistance practically does not influence the 

vibration amplitude of all components system. 
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uced. In the absorber construction (pendulum) two electromagnetic in-

ependent energy harvester systems are applied. The first is a strongly

onlinear magnetic levitation device. The second is the rotatory DC mo-

or mounted in the pendulum’s pivot. The modified absorber/harvester

ystem increases the complexity which now has five degrees of freedom.

In order to compare the effectiveness of both devices, the same elec-

rical configurations were assumed. The authors have demonstrated that

he proposed idea significantly increases the energy harvesting capacity.

he obtained results show that the rotatory harvester is more effective,

he numerical recovered power is several times higher. However, the

otatory harvester significantly decreases the potency of vibration miti-

ation. In contrast, the maglev harvester is less effective, but practically

oes not influence the vibration suppression. 

The three indicators are proposed to describe energy recovery effec-

iveness ( W 2 , W 3 and W 4 ) and the one indicator ( W 1 ) for vibration sup-

ression. Upon analyzing all indicators, we can find the compliance re-

ion in which the simultaneous vibration absorption and energy recov-

ry appears. These indicators can estimate the level of vibration reduc-
ion, describe energy harvesting efficiency and allow comparison both

evices. 

In the main parametric resonance, the unstable region caused by the

eimark–Sacker bifurcation was detected. This region can be controlled

y the proper tuning of the rotatory harvester resistance R l 2 . The load

aglev resistance influences mainly on the recovered current. While the

oad resistance of rotatory harvester influences on the induced current,

he resonance bandwidth and the unstable area. 

Both the simulation and experimental results show that the pendu-

um tuned mass damper with two independent energy sources exhibits

 significant improvement in bandwidth and output power, comparing

ith the single harvester device. 

A more detailed experimental investigations and application of semi-

ctive suspension of the host system will be carried out in the future

ork. 
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Fig. 12. Resonance response curves of the main system (a), pendulum (b) magnet (c) and recovered current (d) for system with two harvesters ( 𝛼1 = 5.4 Vs/m, 

𝛼2 = 5.4 Vs/rad) and R l 1 = 1.0 k Ω at excitation amplitude x 0 = 0.03 m. The rotatory harvester resistance significantly influence on the vibration amplitude of all 

components system. 

Fig. 13. Two parameter space plot: 𝑅 𝑙1 − 𝜔 (a) and 𝑅 𝑙2 − 𝜔 (b) at excitation amplitude x 0 = 0.03 m. The blue color means the semi-trivial solution (ST), the green 

color is the stable non-trivial solution (NTS), and the red color denotes the non-trivial unstable solution (NTU). 
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Fig. 14. Indicators W 1 , W 2 , W 3, and W 4 vs resistance of 

R l 1 and R l 2 for system with two harvesters: 𝛼1 = 5.4 Vs/m 

and 𝛼2 = 5.4 Vs/rad. These plots clearly show that the 

rotatory harvester is more effective for energy recovery 

but reduces the vibration suppression. 
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Fig. 15. Simulation and experimental results for system with two harvesters: 𝛼1 = 5.4 Vs/m, 𝛼2 = 1.08 Vs/m and parameters: x 0 = 0.03 m, 𝑅 𝑙1 = 𝑅 𝑙2 = 1.0 k Ω. The black 

and gray points are experimental maximal values obtained from the time series. 

Fig. 16. Experimental recovered currents from the maglev (a) and rotatory (b) harvesters for the frequency 𝜔 = 35.5 rad/s. The blue line means the recovered current 

for the first initial conditions variant (inactive pendulum), the black line is the recovered current for the second initial conditions variant (active pendulum). 
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Fig. 17. Numerical recovered currents from the maglev (a) and rotatory (b) harvesters for the frequency 𝜔 = 35.5 rad/s. The blue line means the recovered current 

for the first initial conditions variant (inactive pendulum), the black line is the recovered current for the second initial conditions variant (active pendulum). 
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